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Summary 
This report describes the test conduct and results of the bundle test 
ESRlJ - 1. The test objective was the investigation of ternperature escalation 
of zircaloy clad fuel rods. The investigation of the temperature 
escalation is part of a program of out - of- pile experiments, performect 
within the framewerk of the PNS Severe Fuel namage Program. 
The bundl e was comrosed of a 3x3 arroy of fuel rod s imul ators surrounderl 
by a zircaloy shroud which was insulaterl with a zrn2 fiber ceramic wrap . 
The fuel rod simulotors comprisect a tungsten heater, lJO?. annular pellets, 
and zircaloy cladding over a 0.4 m heated length. A ste~n flow of l g/s 
was inlet to the bundle. 
The most pronounced ternperature escal ation was fottnd on the central rod. 
The initial heotup rate of zoc;s at 110oor, increased to approximat e ly 
6oc;s. The maximum temperature reached was 2?.snor" The foll owi ng fast 
temperature decrease was caused hy runoff of rnolten zircaloy. 
Malten zircaloy swept down the thin clarlding oxicte layer formerl rlurin g 
heatup . The mel t di ssol ved the Sllrface of the 110;;> pell ets and refroze as a 
coherent lump in the lower part of the btmdle. The remainina pellets 
fragmented during cooldown and formed a powrlery layer on the refrozen 
lur1p. The lump was sectioned posttest at several elevations: nissol11tion 
of UOz by the malten zircaloy, interaction between the rnelt and previously 
oxidized zircaloy, and oxidation of the melt had occurred . 
T~mperatureskal.ltion infolge rler Zirkr1loy/l~asserdampf-Reaktion nn Bündeln 
aus nruckwasserreaktor-Rrennstabsimulatoren: Versuchsergebnisse Test ESBU-1. 
K urzfnssung 
nieser KfK-Rer icht beschreibt die VersuchsrlurchfJhrung und die Ergehnisse 
dP.s l~i.indel P.xperirnents F:SRil-1 fUr die Untersuchung der Ternperatureskal at i on 
vrm zirkaloyLPnhüllten RrennP. lernentstahen. Oie llntersuchung des 
F:skalationsverhaltetls ~ehört zur1 Programm der Out-of-pile Experimente, die 
i r1t Rahmen der Severe FtJel Damaqe IJnt ers uchungen cies PNS durchgefUhrt 
1verdet1. 
nas RUn~el war in e iner 3x3 Anordnung aus unseren üblichen 
Hrennstabs imul atoren aufgebaut. Die Rrennstabs itnul atoren bestanden aus dem 
zentralen Heizer, den U02-~i ngpell ets und dem Zi rkal oy-Hlill rohr. !las 
BUndel war von einem Zirkaloy-Vierkantrohr und fi rnm zrn2 Faser-Isolation 
ur1geben. l)i e Lange betrug 40 cm. Der Dampffluß durch das RUndel betrug 
1 g/ s. 
f)ie n11sgepragteste Temperatureskalation trat am Zentralstab auf. ner 
Temperaturr111stieg von 2oc;s bei 11000C nahm auf 60Cjs zu. Die maximal 
erreichte Temperatur lag bei ca. 22sonc. Die anschließende schnelle 
Temperaturabnahme wurde durch das Ablaufen des geschmolzenen Zirkaloys aus 
dern Reaktionsbereich bedingt. Das geschmolzene Zirkaloy hat die nur dUnne 
Oxidschicht der Hülle mit heruntergespült und ist dann zu einem 
zusammenhanqenden Klumpen erstarrt. viährend seiner Kontaktzeit mit den 
Pellets hat das flüssige Zirkaloy einen deutlichen Teil des Ringpellets 
gelöst. Reim Abkühlen ist der Rest des Pellets verbröselt und hat eine 
puderförmige Sc hüttung auf ciem Schmelzklumpen gebildet. Oie am 
Schme lz klumpen durchgeführten Schnitte zeigen die Rlockierung des 
Ründelquerschnitts mit der Ausnahme eines einzigen Kanals. Die 
l·lechselwi rkung der Schmelze rnit den oxidierten HUll rohren und die 
Oxidation der Schmelze werden diskutiert. 
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Introduction 
As part oftheGerman Nuclear Safety Project, out - of- pile experiments are 
being conducted at the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe to investigate the 
behavior of fuel rod simulators under severe fuel darnage conditions /1,2/ . 
Theseexperiments provide information on the mechanisms damaging PWR fuel 
rods at temperatures up to 22000C, and are part of a comprehensive Severe 
Fuel Darnage Program being conducted at KfK /3/. In addition , these 
experiments directly complement integral inpile bundle tests being 
conducted by EG&G Idaho , Inc . , in the Power Burst Facility at the Idaho 
National Engineering Labaratory /4/. 
Earlier experiments have shown that the behavior of fuel rods at high 
temperatures is strongly dependent on the degree of cladding oxidation . 
Highly oxidized rods are very brittle and can fragment during Operation 
and/or quench, whereas relatively unoxidized cladding melts , dissolves 
U02, and runs down the rod. The extent of oxidation depends in part on the 
temperature rise rate. The rise rate may be influenced by the exotherrnie 
oxidation process . If the heat of reaction is not removed fast enough, the 
exponential increase of the reaction with temperature may give rise to a 
rapid temperature escalation . Therefore, oxidation- induced temperature 
escalation may play an important role in determining fuel behavior . To 
investigate temperature escalation and processes leading to a turnaraund 
of the escalation, a series of single rod and bundle experiments with fuel 
rod simulators are being performed as part of the Severe Fuel Darnage 
Program. This report discusses the results of the nine- rod bundle test 
ESBU -1. 
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Temperature Escalation 
The oxidation of zirconium in steam is an exotherrnie reaction which can be 
expres sed a s: 
Zr+ 2H20 + Zr02 + 2H2 + 5.86 x 105 J/mol ( 1) 
In the energy balance 10.7 x 105 J/mol are gained by the formation of the 
oxide and 4.81 x 105 J/mol lost by the dissociation of the two moles of 
H20. The energy potential of this reaction is remarkable. The complete 
oxidation of a 10.75 mm zircaloy cladding (1.5 g/cm length) in steam would 
deliver an energy of 9600 J/cm. Under adiabatic conditions this energy is 
sufficient to heat the cladding and fuel to 37oooc, including the melting 
of both materials. 
Zirconium forms a protective layer as it oxidizes . The reaction is 
therefore controlled by the diffusion of oxygen through the oxide, and the 
reaction rate is inversely proportional to the oxide thickness. 
( 2) 
where 
W = kinetic parameter (oxygen uptake per unit surface area (kgjm2), 
metal reacted per unit surface area (kgjm2), or oxide thickness 
( m) ) , a nd 
t = time ( s) • 
The proportionality constant K has been observed tobe an Arrhenius 
function of temperature, so that 
K = A exp (- B/RT) 
where 
A,B = constants to be determined experimentally, and 
T = temperature of the cladding (K). 
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If the heat generated by the reaction can be removed from the system so 
that the cladding temperature remains constant, the rate of reaction will 
decline as 1/W. If the heat cannot be removed, or cannot be removed fast 
enough, and the cladding temperature rises, the exponential dependence of 
the reaction rate on temperature may dominate the reaction and give rise 
to a rapid temperature escalation. The cladding behavior will then be 
determined by the system boundary conditions (heat removal) and such 
processes that inherently limit the heat generated in the cladding. 
Inherent 1 imitations to the heat gain include (a) zircaloy consumption, 
(b) removal of zircaloy from the reaction, e.g. molten runoff, (c) steam 
starvation, and (d) and possible processes in the gas phase. The heat 
losses will depend on the system temperature, configuration, and available 
coolant. The modes of heat transportwill include radiation, convection, 
and conduction, the relative importance of which will depend on the 
current state of the rod and boundary conditions. 
Experiment facility 
The testwas performed in the NIELS facility located in the Hauptabteilung 
Ingenieurtechnik at KfK. Figure 1 shows side and top cross sections of the 
3x3 bundle of fuel rod Simulators . The simulators conformed as nearly as 
possible to German PWR dimensions and pitch, using zircaloy cladding of 
10.75 mm outer and 9.29 mm inner diameter, U02 ring pellets of 9.2 mm 
outer and 6.1 mm inner diameter, and a tungsten heater element 6.0 mm in 
diameter. The overall length of the simulatorswas 400 mm. 
To simulate the exotherrnie reaction energy of neighboring rods a zircaloy 
shroud was installed around the rod bundle. To reduce radial heat losses, 
the shroud was wrapped in a fiber ceramic insulation (6 mm) as shown in 
the inset photograph in Figure 1. Steam was inlet to the bottom of the 
bundle at 16 locations so that the flow would be well distributed across 
the bundle cross section. 
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Temperatures were measured by two color pyrometers and NiCr/Ni 
thermocouples with Inconel sheaths . Three pyrometers were located 145 mm 
from the bundle top on three sides of the bundle. By removing the middle 
portion of one of the side rods, and making holes in the shroud and 
insulation, the pyrometers measured temperatures on the central rod 
surface, a side rod surface, and the shroud surface . Figure 2 shows the 
locations for the thermocouples . The central rod (rod 5), side rod (6), 
and a corner rod (9) were each instrumented with three thermocouples, two 
on either side of the rod 25 mm from the upper end of the bundle, and one 
50 mm from the lower end . The shroud was instrumented with three 
thermocouples , 50 mm from the bottom, and 25 and 145 mm from the top, 
respectively . The insulation was installed with three thermocouples as 
well, one 25 mm from the top and two 145 mm from the top (after the thi rd 
and fifth layers of 1. 2 mm thick insulation, respectively) . 
145 mm from the top of the bundle was anticipated to be the hottest 
location in the bundle . f he thermocouples fail around 13000C and were 
therefore located away from the hot spot . The thermocouples locations were 
chosen to provide data on the bundle axial and radial, and rod 
circumferential, temperature distributions . The shroud thermocouple data 
provides a check on the pyrometer readings at temperatures for which both 
functioned, and the insulation temperatures an estimate of the heat 
losses . 
Test conduct 
The test objective was to heat the rods at a mean rate of 1 to 2 oc;s . 
Figure 20 shows the controlled voltage (V), resultant electric current 
(I), and the cal cul ated resi stance (V /I) and el ectric power (Vxi) for all 
eight rods heated in parallel. The plateau in voltage between 10 and 23 
minutes was unintentional, and was caused by the need torepair the test 
rig . The resistance of tungsten increases linearly with temperature. Thus, 
the electric power increased nearly linearly with voltage (Figure 20) . 
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At the beginning of the test the argon pressure was 770 Torr. A steam flow 
of about 1 g/s was inlet to the bundle at approximately 41 minutes. The 
steam flow was held constant until 66 minutes. 
As shown in Figure 21 the surface temperature of the central rod increased 
roughly at 2oc;s until about 17oooc at which time the influence of 
zircaloy oxidation raised the heatup rate to araund 60C/s. The temperature 
reached a peak of 225ooc, then fell rapidly. Temperatures on the side rod 
and the shroud developed flat maximums. At 60 minutes all three 
temperatures showed a minimum. The electric power increased continuously 
throughout this period. From 60 to 64 minutes the valtage and, with this 
the electric power, were held constant. Finally, at 64 minutes the power 
was shut off and the experiment terminated. 
Test results 
The measured test temperatures are shown in Figures 21 through 37. 
Figure 21 shows the two color pyrometer measurements on the central rod, 
side rod and shroud at 145 mm from the upper end of the cladding, which 
was assumed to be near the maximum temperature. Figures 22 through 37 give 
the results of the thermocouple measurements on the central rod, side rod, 
shroud and insulation. Comparisons of two color pyrometer measurements 
with thermocouple measurements are given in Figures 22, 23 and 31. The 
posttest appearance of the bundle is shown in Figures 3-12. The 
preliminary results of the posttest sectioning are shown in Figures 13 -19. 
Temperature escalation 
The pyrometer measured temperatures are compared with the electric power 
input in Figure 21. The temperature on the central rod shows the most 
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pronounced peak. After an initial rise of zoc;s the rise rate increased at 
l?Oooc to nOl,js. The maximum temperature reached was 22soor,, after which 
the temperature declined to less than 1700°l. . 
The center rod had the smallest net radial heat losses, due to the 
rarliative contribrrtions from the surrorJnding rods and higher local steam 
temreratures. Thi s ternperature therefore escal ated fi rst and showed the 
most pronounced escalation effect. The rapid temperature turn - around was 
probably due tomalten zircaloy runoff from the reaction zone. The runoff 
is shown in the posttest pictures. 
Fi gure 2J.A compares the tvw color pyrorrreter and thermocoupl e temperatures 
rneasured on the center rod and shroud. The shroud temperature at 145 mm 
from the upper end of the bundle followed the center rod temperature 
closely throughout r11uch of the escalation. Only at higher temperatures did 
the shroud temperatrrre esca 1 at i on fa 11 off, prob ab 1 y the resul t of greater 
rndiation lasses. The shroud temperature was clearly influenced by the 
exothermal reaction. 
A comparison of the temperatures at 145 mm and at 25 mm from the upper end 
of the center rod demonstrates that the escalation behavior can be quite a 
local phenomenon on the same rod. The two positions were only 12 cm apart. 
Also, the temrerature on the side rod did not rise nearly as rapidly and 
reached a flat peak of only about 17oooc. The greater heat lasses to the 
surround i n:Js rerl11ced the react i on rate and prevented a rnarked temperature 
escalation. It is also possible that molten material from the centerrod 
rnay have influenced the flow of steam and by this the escalation. 
The tempP.rature <irop from 58 to 60 minutes was detected by all three 
pyrorneters. It seP.r~s plausible that this temperature drop was associated 
\-Jith the ahove rnentioned rnovement of molten material . 
Fron1 l'i() to f\5 minutes all three pyrometers rneasured ten1perature increases 
despite a constant electric power input. Thermocouple measurements 25 mm 
from the bundle upper end , and 50 mm from the bundle lower end (Figures 23 
and 24) showed a temperature increase at the upper end and a decrease at 
- q -
th~ lower end durin~ this time period. Presurnably the axial electric rmver 
distrihution changerl as a result of the melt relocatin~ in the lower part 
of t.he htJndle. /\ hint in this direction is the fact thnt the thermocouple 
on the u~nter rnd sn r.1rn frorn the l O\'Jer end fa i l ed ilt about SR mi nutes. 
A x i nl t em p er a t.u r e d i s tri h u t i o n 
Time de~enrlent temperatures at different axial positions on the central 
rod, sirle rod, and shroud ilre shovm in Figures 22 through ~4 and 28 
throu~h 31. Fi~11res 2~ and 23 show the thermocouple measurements made at 
t.l1e top anrl hnttorn of the rods compared to the pyrometer readi ng at 14S rnm 
frq :n th 1~ top. r::; s :.~rr ?.4 shows th~' ti'wrrnocoupl e mensure11ents on the shroud 
:n I:IH' tl)f1, fTlidd l e anrl hottom on nn expanded scal e. Top and hotton1 
th~=>rPlOCOIJple tneasuref:lents alone 00 an exf)anded scale ilre sho1•/n in Figures 
?(~ t:hrn 1 t~Jh II) fnr the cP.ntral, side, 'l0d corner rods, respectively. 
f:"i rJ IJrP '31 shOI'/S a ll nteas:1r2ments madP. on the shroud. The :nidrll e region of 
t11e hur,dlr~ \'las clearly the hnttP.st area nnd the loc"ltion where a 
t:<:nqwr -1 hre P.sc.=tlntion occurred. 0'1 the other han<i, the temp•~ratures at 5n 
fl t i ~ frn,'l th•~ ln t-Jc>r enrl anrl 25 111r11 fr011 the 1Jpf1er end v/ere of thP. sa1ne order. 
The PH~as1t ret1ent ilosjti •Jns v.1ere chosr~n so that the thermocouplP.s ~>Jould 
s;:rviVt" 1:iw maxir'l!Jrt t~!'lperatures if rossihlE>. The <ieviation frorn axial 
tr>1!1[)Pr,1t:urP .:;ynw1et:ry wils due t:o the influence of differinC) f1eat losses. 
Th,~ lo1ver tiJer:'HJCOtiples 1-u~re locnteci outside the insulo1ted reJion rtnd the 
up [)t:r th;~ rn1ocouples v1ere plnced inside the insulation. A.t the lower 
positions th1~ stean1 t1ad nearly tt1e inlet ternpArnture, v-1hile at the uprer 
:Jtls itions 1: he st:ea1a ~vils surerhP.ated nfter flov.1ing through the heated 
hundle. Fi <]ure ?( de1nonstratP.s the influence of the steam flov.1 on the 
c1~nt~r ro<i. ' ~efore steam vfilS introcitrced (41 1ninutes) the differP.nce 
hPt\'IP.en ttw te.n:wrnture srJ rnm fron1 the 1 O\o.Jer end and the tefllrero1ture 2S rnm 
front t:he llflfJP.r end wAs ilhnut 71)0\.. Aftersteam ~vas inlet the temreratures 
'de.re nenrly thP. sal'te, inclicc1tin9 th"'t the ilxial ten1perature ciistrihution 
t1nrl :wi~'l sr1i fterl ''f1 thP. r0d. In bot h c.~sP.s 1vater cool ing of tl1e correr 
e l ~>r:t roties affected the rod r:>nd temperat11res. 
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Radial temperature distribution 
The radial temperature distribution at the lower end of the bundle is 
shown in Figure 25 . A radial temperature difference of about lOOOC existed 
between the center rod and a corner rod, and an additional 1oooc 
difference between the corner rod and the shroud. In the upper region of 
the bundle (25 mm from upper end) the radial temperature differences were 
quite reduced (Figure 26). After 50 minutes the temperatures for center, 
side and corner rods were practically the same and the shroud temperature 
approximately 100oc less. In the center of the bundle (Figure 21) the 
radial temperature distribution was extremely uneven as the central rod 
escalated to a temperature difference of about 6000C between it and the 
side rod . Later the apparent differences in the bundle were reduced as the 
side rod recorded a sl ightly higher temperature than the central rod and 
both were about 200°C higher than the shroud. 
The temperature gradient within the insulation can be seen in Figures 32 
and 33. At 50 minutes a temperature difference of soooc existed between 
the shroud and the outer surface of the insulation. At the upper end of 
the bundle the temperature gradient within the insulation can be seen in 
Figure 33. A maximum difference of almost 6oooc existed between the shroud 
and the outer surface of the insulation at 60 minutes. 
Circumferential temperature gradients 
Figures 35 through 37 illustrate the azimuthal temperature variation on 
the center, side and corner rods, respectively, at the top of the bundle. 
The center rod had almost no variation, while the side and corner rods 
showed approximately 25oc differences. The small variations were 
presumably due to the greater heat lasses in the direction of the unheated 
shroud . 
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Steam temperature and rod heat transfer 
The steam exit temperature was measured between a side rod, corner rod, 
and the shroud (Figure 2) as shown in Figure 27 with the measured shroud 
and rod temperatures . These measurements permit an estimation of the rod 
surface heat transfer at this location and the convective and radiative 
components of it . The following is an approximate calculation whose 
purpese is to determine if the observed temperatures correspond to common 
sense . At 60 minutes into the experiment most of the heat generation due 
to the zircaloy/steam reaction had already been generated. The elec t ric 
power to the bundle was 8 kW, or 1 kW per heated rod. The power generated 
in the tungsten heater is related to the resistivity, rod dimensions, and 
electric current as follows: 
where 
= p(T)li 2 q 
n r 2 
w 
q = el ectric power (W) 
p(T) = temperature dependent 
T = temperatu re ( K) 
= length of rod at T ( m) 
= electric current ( A) 
r 
w 
= heat er radius (m) 
resistivity 
Solving for the resistivity (Figure 20 data) 
p(T) = (1000 W) n ( .003 m) 2 
(0.40 m) (312.5 A) 2 
I = 7 . 2 X 1 0- 7 stm 
( 4) 
(St m) 
which corresponds to a tungsten temperature of around 210ooc . This is an 
effective tungsten temperature over the whole rod length . The . local 
tungsten temperature at the elevation of the steam temperature measurement 
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can be estimated as foll ows: The di fference between heater temperature 
and rod surface temperature can range from 200 to 5000C, depending on the 
heater temperature and boundary conditions. For a measured rod surface 
temperature of 120ooc (Figure 27, 60 minutes) an estimate of 14500C for 
the tungsten temperature is reasonable. This corresponds to a resistivity 
of about 5 x 10-7 st m, or a local linear power of 
q' = (5 x 10- 7 stm) (1 m) (312.5 A) 2 
n (0.003 m) 2 
1700 ~ 
m 
The convective and radiative heat transfer from the rod to the steam and 
shroud can be described as 
q hA (T -T t) + AEo (T 4 T 4) r s r s (5) 
where h = convective heat transfer coeffi ci ent ~) 
A = area 2nrc 1 m · K 
rc = cladding radius (m) 
Tr = rod temperature ( K) 
Tst = steam temperature (K) 
Ts = shroud temperature (K) 
E = effective emmissivity (- ) 
0 = Boltzmann's constant 5. 6678 E-8 ( w ) 
m2. K4 
The convective heat transfer coefficient h can be calculated from the 
Dittus-Boelter correlation /5/ for forced convection: 
where 
h 0.023 ~ (Pr) 0 ·4 (Re)0.8 
e 
k = thermal conductivity of fluid ( WK) 
m. 
Oe hydraulic diameter (m) 
Pr Prandtl number (- ) 
Re = ~= Reynolds number (- ) 
G = m~ss flu x ( ~g ) 
m • s 
~ fluid viscosity (Pa.s) 
( 6) 
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Using the given data plus the following properties of steam at 1 bar and 
soo 0 c /6 I, 
then 
and 
k w = 0.110 -K m· 
Pr = 0.87 
- 5 (Pa·s) = 4.12 X 10 
De = 0.0093 m, 
Re {9} { . 000107} { .0093} 
(.0442 - 9 TI (.005375) 2) (4.12 X 10- 5) 
h = {.023} {0.110} (0.87)0.4 (195)0.8 (.0093) 
= 195 
= 17 _w_ 
2 
m · K 
The observed temperatures (Figure 27, 60 minutes) were Tr = 1175°C, 
Ts = 1075oc , and Tst = 85ooc. Using these temperatures, the estimated 
local linear power of 1700 M and the estimated convective heat transfer 
coefficient of 17 ~ , equa t ion (5) can be solved for the effective 
m ·K 
emmissivity 
E = 
1700 - (15) (2nrc) (Tr- Tst) 
2nr a (T 4-T 4) 
c r s 
= 0.7 
The data for Zr02 emmissivity at high temperatures vary between 0 .6 and 
0.8. The particular effects of geometry have not been considered . 
There fore, the measured temperatures appear consistent and reasonable . Of 
t he estimated 1700 W/m local linear power, roughly 180 W/m was removed by 
convection and 1520 W/m by radiation . 
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Heat balance 
The radial distribution of temperature in the shroud and insulation is 
shown in Figures 32 and 33 for the middle and top of the bundle 
respectively . Figure 34 illustrates the axial distribution on the surface 
of the insulation. Using these data and the steam temperature data of 
Figure 27, on estimate of the overall heat distribution can be made . 
Again, using 60 minutes as an example, the temperature drop across the 
insulation at the top of the bundle was (Figure 33) 
and at the middle of the bundle (Figures 21 and 34) 
6Tmid = 1550°C - 75ooc = soooc 
The insulation thickness L was 0. 00625 m and had a thermal conductivity k 
of 0. 24 m~K . Thus the heat fluxes can be estimated from 
q" = 
where q" = 
q "top = 
q"mid = 
kßT 
-L-
heat fl ux (k~) 
m 
22 kW 
2 
m 
31 kW 
m2 
( 7) 
Assuming roughly half the surface was at the higher ß T and half at the 
lower, the radial heat lasses can be estimated from the bundle dimensions 
q top = 
q "d m1 
0.8 kW 
1.1 kW 
The heat lasses by convection can be estimated from, 
q = con W Cp 6 T s t 
where 
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w = coolant mass flow rate (~) 
Cp = coolant specific heat capacity 
Tst = coolant temperature rise (K) 
The coolant exit temperature was 85ooc. Assuming an inlet temperature of 
12ooc and evaluating CP at the average temperature, 
\on = (9) (1.07 x 1o-4) (2150) (730) = 1.5 kW 
At 60 minutes, the bundle consumed 8 kW electric power. Subtracting the 
convective and radial heat losses, 4.6 kW remain to be accounted for by 
transient heating, axial conduction, heats of fusion, and so on. The above 
estimates are rough, but serve to illustrate that no one heat loss 
mechanism dominated the bundle behavior and that all should be considered 
in a comprehensive analysis. 
Posttest appearance 
The appearance of the bundle following the test is shown in Figure 3 
before removing the insulation. The insulation and shroud were still 
intact following the test. However, both were severely embrittled, as the 
removal of the insulation from the shroud showed. The insulation, 
originally a flexible mat, broke into many pieces. The careful removal of 
the insulation also broke off pieces of the shroud as shown in Figure 4. 
The shroud was severely oxidized over the center region of the brrnd1e and 
therefore broke away in several places revealing the fuel rod sirnulat0rs. 
Fi gures 5 and 6 show the fuel rod simul ators after removal of tht~ shroud. 
The cladding from all nine rods has melted over the center pnrtion of the 
bundle, liquefied some fuel, flowed down the rods, and frozen 1n a ·;c)iid 
mass near the bottom of the bundlethat substantially blocked the conl~n t 
flow channels. The shroud adhered to the refrozen mass. In Figure !1 t he 
lower portion of the shroud was removed as well as possible, rP.vP.alinq 
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metallic looking zircaloy near the steam inlet changing to oxidized 
zircaloy near the blockage lower end. The upper end of the bundle 
contained intact but oxidized zircaloy cladding . In the middle region only 
the remains of pellets that stuck to the tungsten rod can be seen . 
Figures 7 and 8 detail the appearance of the lower bundle region. Oxide 
spalling is evident as is refrozen drops of the liquefied material. The 
refrozen melt shows poor wetting of the solid surface as indicated by the 
large wetting angles and small contact areas . Melt viscosity, oxygen 
content, and relatively cold fuel rod Simulators probably influenced the 
refreezing behavior in this region . 
Figures 9 through 11 illustrate the appearance of the blocked region from 
above . The refrozen melt has a smooth surface and wet the remaining 
Simulators rather well (small wetting angle and large contact surface). 
The melt interacts with the oxidized fuel rod Simulators and steam. The 
composition of the melt and these interactions will be the primary subject 
of the posttest examination. 
A large amount of powdery rubble, not shown in the previous photographs, 
was found on top of the blockage . The rubble was probably fuel that 
fractured during cooldown. Figure 12 shows rubble remnants on the 
experiment support structures . Composition and sieve analysis of the 
rubble will be included in the posttest examination . 
Posttest sectioning 
The bundle was encapsulated in epoxy after the test and cut into sections 
as shown in Figure 13 . Figure 14 shows a summary of the bundle cross 
section appearances in the blocked region and Figures 15 through 19 show 
enlargements of the cross sections . Note that the photographs at 15 mm 
(Figure 19), 119 mm (Figure 15), and 129 mm (Figure 15) are left - right 
reversed with respect to the other photographs because they were taken 
- 17 -
from the bottarn rather than top of the sections. The photographs at 119 
and 116 mm are of the bottarn and top surfaces, respectively, of adjacent 
cross sections and are separated only by the 3 mm saw kerf. 
The right hand photograph in Figure 15 shows the cross section at 119 mm, 
corresponding to the bottarn of section 2. The cross section is less than 
10 mm from the surface of the refrozen melt. The white circular areas are 
the tungsten heaters, surrounded by black U02 ring pellets. The outer 
radii of the U02 ring pellets have been reduced to about 4.2 mm from 
4.6 mm, indicating some dissolution of U02 by liquid zircaloy. The 
cladding has essentially disappeared. Only faint rings at the original 
cladding boundaries can be recognized for some rods. A large coherent lump 
of refrozen melt has filled the space between pellets and shroud. 
The refrozen material is malten zircaloy from the high temperature region 
of the bundle which has dissolved U02 pellets. In the test the temperature 
rise rate was so fast that only a thin Zr02 layer formed on the cladding. 
When the melting temperature of zircaloy was reached, the inner unoxidized 
cladding melted. Malten zircaloy ensures good contact between zircaloy and 
UOz so that large scale dissolution can begin. The oxide layer was 
apparently too weak to keep the melt enclosed. The malten zircaloy ran 
down, further dissolving U02. The first droplets refroze in the lower part 
of the bundle. Melt running down later refroze on top of the earlier 
refrozen droplets. The appearance of the cross section at 119 mm indicates 
that at that elevation the melt refroze at the same time. 
Microprobe analysis of the melt have shown that the refrozen melt (at 
relatively low oxygen contents) consists of three phases: (a) a - Zr(O), 
(b) a uranium rich (U,Zr) alloy, and (c) (U,Zr)02 mixed oxide. The results 
of the posttest investigations will be presented in a future KfK report. 
The hole in upper left part of the cross section at 119 mm was the only 
channel left open for steam flow. The dark seam araund this channel is 
melt oxidized by steam, forming a (U,Zr)Oz mixed oxide. Similar oxidation 
of the melt can be recognized in Figures 16 and 17 (116 -86 mm). 
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With decreasing elevation the hole size increases and more oxidized 
cladding forms part of the boundary of the channel. At the 106 mm 
elevation a second hole formed in the lower partion of the cross section. 
A comparison to the 116 mm cross section shows that no steam flow was 
possible there. Stagnant steam or perhaps a hydrogen bubble may have 
formed there . As a consequence only minor oxidation is evident . 
The first evidence of oxidized cladding appears at 106 mm, progressing 
from top to bottom . Above 106 mm the oxidized cladding appears to have 
been completely dissolved by the melt. Below 106 mm the cladding attack 
decreases with elevation and temperature. 
Figure 17 shows evidence that the interaction historywas not the same for 
different regions of the same cross section . The melt between the four 
rods on the upper left has not appreciably interacted with the oxidized 
cladding , in cantrast to the melt in the lower regions of the photographs . 
The structure of the different cross sections indicates that droplets of 
varying lengths have refrozen at different times in the channels between 
the rods. The arriving melt may have also had varying temperatures. The 
later the melt refroze in a particular position, the longer the cladding 
oxidation time was and the shorter the melt interaction time was. 
The center rod at 96 mm (Figure 17) illustrates four distinct cladding 
regions, beginning clockwise from the lower right: (a) strong 
cladding/melt interaction suchthat the two are visually 
indistinguishable, (b) weaker cladding/melt interaction, with the 
interface still visible, (c) oxidized cladding/melt contact with very 
little interaction, and (d) severely oxidized cladding with no melt 
contact. 
Figure 18 at 76 mm shows severe oxidation of all nine rods . As is apparent 
along the edges of the melt, most of the oxidation must have occurred 
after the melt ran down and refroze . Figure 18 at 66 mm and Figure 19 at 
51 mm show successively less oxidation until, in Figure 19 at 15 mm, 
almost no oxidation is visible. Since the steam flow was obviously ample, 
the temperatures in this region must have been much lower. 
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Oiscussion 
Five interesting and important modes of material behavior occurred durinQ 
test ESßlJ - 1: (a) temperture escalation due to the zircaloy/steam reaction, 
(b) zircaloy melting, fuel liquefaction, and runoff, (c) melt interaction 
with stearn, (d) rnelt interaction with oxidized zircaloy, and (e) fuel 
fracturing. It is clear from the ternperature data that the central rod 
escalated first, and frorn the posttest appearance that the fuel fracturing 
occurred during cooldown. However, the seq11ence of events inside the 
bundle during the approximately 17 minutes from escalation 11ntil power 
shut down are not known in detail . 
The temperature histories and blockage SActions suggest that meltiny, 
runoff, interaction and refreezing did not happen in that sequencr 
simultaneously through out the hundle. Rather, portians of the bundle 
melted, ran down and refroze before other portions. Thus, the boundary 
conditions rnust have changed continously. 
In particular, the steam flow area 1nust have been gradually reduced dllrin tJ 
the experiment. vJhether thi s altered the nctual 1nass fl ow rate 1•/nS not: 
determined. A bundle blockage could have two competing effects on bundle 
behavior. On one hand, reduced steam would lirnit the S11bsequent 
zircaloy/steam reaction. nn the other hand, the reduced flov, would 1 imit 
an important source of cooling. vlhich effect is more important WOI.ild 
depend on how much fresh zircaloy remained tobe reacted. 
In summary, the material behavior modes can effect the system h011nrlnry 
conditions which in turn alters the material hehavior. F11t11re experiments 
will attempt to record the timing and nature of events ils they OCC11r. 
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FIGURE 3: BUNDLE ESBU-1 VITH INSULATION AFTER THE TEST 
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FIGURE 4: FOUR ORIENTATIONS OF THE ESBU-1 SHROUO AFTER 
REMOVAL OF THE INSULATION 
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FIGURE 5: 3X3 BUNDLE OF ESBU-1 AFTER REMOVAL OF THE 
UPPER PART OF THE SHROUD 
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FIGURE 6: LOVER REGION OF ESBU-1 AFTER REMOVAL 
OF THE SHROUD 
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FIGURE 11: ENLARGEMENT OF THE BLOCKED REGION OF ESBU -1 
ILLUSTRATING THE WETTING BEHAVIOR OF THE MELT 
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FIGURE 12: POVDER REMNANTS VHICH VERE LYING IN LARGE 
AMOUNTS ON TOP OF THE FROZEN LUMP 
3x3 BUNDLE 
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FIG . 24: TEMPERATURES ON THE SHROUD AT 50 MM FRON THE LOVER END < LO >. AND 25 NN 
< UP > AND 145 NN ( MI > FRON THE UPPER END OF THE CLADDING : ESBU-1 
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FIG.25 : TEMPERATURES ON THE CENTRAL ROD ( R5 ) . SIDE ROD ( RS ) . CORNER ROD < R9 ) 
AND SHROUD < S ) AT 50 MM FROM THE LOUER END OF THE CLADDING : ESBU - 1 
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FIG . 26: TEMPERATURES ON THE CENTRAL ROD ( RS ) .SIDE ROD < RS ) • CORNER ROD < R9 > 
AND SHROUD C S > AT 25 MM FROM THE UPPER END OF lHE CLADDING : ESBU-1 
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FIG . 27: TEMPERATURES ON THE CENTRAL ROD ( R5 ) . SIDE ROD ( R6 ) AND SHROUD ( S ) 
AT 25 MM FROM THE UPPER END I N COMPARISON TO THE STEAM TEMPERATURE < ST > 
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FIG.28: TEMPERATURES ON THE CENTRAL ROD AT 50 MM FROM THE LOVER END < LO ) 
AND 25 MM FROM THE UPPER END < UP > OF THE CLADDING ~ ESBU - 1 
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FIG.29: TEMPERATURES ON A SIDE ROD C R6 > AT 50 MM FROM THE LOUER END C LO ) 
AND 25 MM FROM THE UPPER END ( UP > OF THE CLADDING : ESBU-1 
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F IG.30 : TEMPERATURES ON A CORNER ROD C R9 > AT 50 MM FROM THE LOVER END ( LO ) 
AND 25 MM FROM THE UPPER END C UP > OF THE CLADDI NG : ESBU- 1 
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FIG.31: TEMPERATURES ON THE SHROUD AT 50 MM FROM THE LOUER END < LO) AND 25 MM 
< UP > AND 145 MM < MI > FROM THE UPPER END OF THE CLADDING : ESBU - 1 
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FIG.32 : TEMPERATURES AT 145 MM FROM THE UPPER END OF THE CLADDING ON THE SHROUD 
AT 2.5 MM ( 12 > AND 6 .25 MM ( 15 > VITHIN THE FIBER CERAMIC INSULATION 
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FIG.33: TEMPERATURES ON THE SHROUD < S ) AND ON THE SURFACE OF THE INSULATION < I ) 
AT 25 MM FROM THE UPPER END OF THE CLADDING : ESBU- 1 
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FIG.34: TEMPERATURES ON THE SURFACE OF THE INSULATION AT 25 MM ( UP > 
AND 145 MM ( MI > FROM THE UPPER END OF THE CLADDING : ESBU-1 
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F IG . 35 : TEMPERATURES ON TVO OPPOSITE SIDES ( UPB AND UPD ) OF THE CENTRAL ROD 
AT 25 MM FROM THE UPPER END OF THE CLADDING : ESBU - 1 
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FIG.36: TEMPERATURES ON TVO OPPOSITE SIDES C UPB AND UPD ) OF THE SIDE 
ROD <RS> AT 25 MM FROM THE UPPER END OF THE CLADDING : ESBU-1 
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FIG . 37 : TEMPERATURES ON TVO OPPOSITE SIDES ( UPI AND UPA > OF A CORNER ROD ( R9 > 
AT 25 MM FROM UPPER END OF THE CLADDING : ESBU - 1 
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